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Introduction.
If a is a real irrational number, there exist infinitely many reduced rational fractions p/q for which P a and v5 is the best constant possible. This result is due to A. Hurwitz. The following generalization was proposed in [2] . Let F be a finitely generated fuchsian group acting on H + , the upper half of the complex plane. Let i? be the limit set of F and SP the set of cusps (parabolic vertices). Assume coei?*. Then if a e i ? -^, we have P a for infinitely many p/q e F(°°), where k depends only on F. Attention centers on = supfc, (1.3) k running over the set for which (1.2) holds. We call h the Hurwitz constant for F. When F = F(1), the modular group, (1.2) reduces to (1.1) and h(F(l)) = V5. A proof of (1.2) when F is horocyclic (i.e., i? = U, the real axis) was furnished by Rankin [4] ; he also found upper and lower bounds for h. See also [3, pp. 334-5] , where the theorem is proved for arbitrary finitely generated F.
In the present paper we consider the Hecke groups where
These are horocyclic groups. It is our object to evaluate, or at least estimate
The Hecke groups include G 3 = F(1), for which h 3 = \fE as stated above, and a subgroup of F(l), for which h«,= 2, as proved by W. T. Scott [6] -see also [4, p. 289] . We shall therefore confine our attention to q > 4 .
Our results are contained in the following theorems. Proof. Consider the sequence of fjb' t . Each fi' t cuts two sides of R o , say fcj, fc i+1 in that order. Denote the conjugate of fc by fc' and set (fc')' = fc. Then fj,-+1 cuts fc-+1 , fc j+2 . Suppose k t , k i+1 are not consecutive sides of R o ; since juj (when extended) is orthogonal to U, this means (fc f , fc i+1 ) = (1, 2'), (2,1'), (1,1') or their reverses. Then it is clear there is a t• on ix\ satisfying (2.3). Hence if the lemma is untrue we must assume the sequence of fc's is eventually k,l;l',k';k,l;..., where (fc, I) = (1, 2), (2', 1'), or their reverses. In the first case, for example, this would mean that infinitely many sides of fundamental regions issue from the elliptic vertex -p . This is impossible.
Having proved the lemma, we now write 1,-= Vj-tJ-e L (j = l , 2 , . . . ) . Thus
Since the arithmetic mean is not less than the geometric mean, we get y, > {qfii -py) 2 + q 2 y 2 s 2 \q,oc -p , | q,y,.
Hence ac which implies (2.1).
3. Approximation by A-fractions. One of the standard ways of proving Hurwitz's theorem (1.1) is to use regular continued fractions. One first shows that if (1.1) is satisfied by any rational number P/Q in lowest terms, then P/Q must be a convergent in the expansion of a as a regular continued fraction. The problem is thus reduced to studying the approximation of a by its convergents.
We follow a similar route. For a given A = A q , q >4, a A-fraction (A CF) has been developed by D. Rosen [5] . A A CF is a finite or infinite continued fraction If a is represented by the convergent A CF (3.1), we have
n-*°°D efining the "tail" of (3.1) by a n = [r n k, e n + 1 /r n + 1 A,. 
with nin-^a) = m n _i = a n + e n Q n _ 2 /Q n -i (3.7) = r n A, , . . . + e n /\ r n _iA, , . . . , -.
Rosen calls (3.1) reduced if certain conditions on r t and e f are fulfilled; these will be given later. He establishes the following properties of reduced A CF. We denote the expansion of a in a reduced A CF by A CFa.
REMARK. The A CF is a type of semi-regular continued fraction, but as the above shows, it possesses properties beyond those of the general semi-regular continued fraction.
We are now ready to prove the following result.
THEOREM 3. For P/Q<=G(<x>) and aeU-G(^) let
Then P/Q is a convergent of the reduced A CFa.
Proof. Write the fraction is finite because P/Qe G(°°). Call the convergents PJQi, so that
Next define a> by
where we have introduced e n by Then using (3.3) we get E0 P P n _!<0 + e n P n _ 2 P n _! -QJ and so
Hence because Q n _!> Q n _ 2 by (3.10)-P n _ 1 /Q n _ 1 is a reduced A CF-and 0 < 0 < 1/2, e n = ± 1 . We expand w in a reduced A. CF w=[r n A,e n + 1 /r n + 1 A,...]. (3.14)
Here r n ={w/A}= nearest integer to a>/X.. Since it follows that r n > l . We have two expressions for a : P n -ia) + e n P n _ 2 = P n -!a n + e n P n _ 2 Q n _!to + e n Q n _ 2 Q n _!a n + e n Q n _ 2 ' see (3.13), (3.5) . Hence a> =a n and by (3.4), (3.14),
r n _iA a n j L r n _ x A r n X. r n+1 k J It follows from (3.12) that and so P/Q is a convergent of a. m n -1 = a n + eja' n^1 . (4.11)
In the present case, with p = s +1, we can write m n p _i = a n p + £ nv la.
lim m np _! = a 0 -l/|3 0 = a o + ao"~2A = 2(a o~ A), using (4.9).
We shall prove that where we have replaced the rational functions of A that occur by polynomials, using 
